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?? Buy the Paperback version of the book and obtain the Kindle eBook version included for FREE
??Bitcoin Cash vs BitcoinThe fight of the cryptocurrenciesDo you know the difference between Bitcoin and

Bitcoin Cash?Get Answers to Questions Like:Where did Bitcoin come from?What does the future
keep?Which exchanges support it?s exciting history, the hidden features, and the main underlying principles

of the type of investing.Once a unified currency, Bitcoin now has fresh competition from a twin brother,
Bitcoin Cash, which is leaving even the savviest of investors questioning what the difference really is and
which is better.s period to enter the fascinating globe of Bitcoin CashDon't wait around buy and purchase

now . A simple walk through a complicated minefield, you'll discover Bitcoin’2017 witnessed an important
date in the annals of cryptocurrency:the split which has created Bitcoin (BTC) and Bitcoin Money

(BCH).Which one is the most future proof?Precisely what is Bitcoin Cash?What's the best
investment?Should you have bitcoin have you got Bitcoin Money?How do I get started?Where you can buy

it?How to shop?Solve the mystery among cryptocurrencies major split and learn how to make smart
investments with BTC and BCH.It’An important guide for just about any cryptocurrency trader, this book

will address the major questions concerning this split and then look to the near future for answers
approximately what’s next.
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